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Abstract: Software testing is the process of testing the implementation of software with some test data as input
and observing the output of the software. It is a method to evaluate the attributes or usability of a program or a
system to measuring that the developed system or product meets its quality. Software testing is an important
technique for evaluating the quality of a software product. High quality software has more value than the lower
quality product. This paper presents few attributes of the software testing to improve software quality.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Testing is an important part of software development life cycle. Software testing process helps to reduced
maintenance efforts, reduce errors and the cost of the software. Testing process is performed by the testers as well as
by the end users before releasing the product. Testing can be done at the developer end and the customer end to
predict the behavior of the software [1]. With the help of testing, the quality of the software can be measured.
Quality refers to the quality of product, process, system, service, and information. It means quantifiable
characteristics are achieved from the users need. Quality refers to those features of a product which meet the need of
customers and provides product users satisfaction [2].
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Quality is the important factor of any software engineering project. Without measuring, we cannot be sure of the
level of quality in software. Software Quality Assurance (SQA) is the combination of the software development
process, that includes software design, coding, source code, code review, configuration management ,change
management, and release management. Quality assurance guarantees that the project will be completed based on
approved specifications, standards and functionality [3]

II. ASPECTS FOR THE QUALITY
To achieving quality, the value of the software should be. Software quality depends upon the three groups of users:
the developers, the end users and the sponsors. The aspect of the quality in these groups isn’t the same but they all
are responsible to achieve it in their own way [3,4].

 The software’s users defined as the person who applies the software to some problem to achieve the goals.
 The development team is responsible for creates the software. the development process converts the idea into
software
 The sponsors of the project are the people who paying for the creation of the software.
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A. FUNCTIONAL ASPECT
Functional quality means how well the software conforms or complies with requirements, based on its functional
specifications. It also expresses how well the software can perform the tasks requested by the users [5, 6].
The achieve quality at functional level following attributes are considered:
1. Minimizing the defects:
It is being observed that over 30% defects found in the software come from the requirement phase which reduces the
software’s reliability, security and functionality. Achieving software with zero defects is a complex task, but it could
be improved with re-requirement phase.
2. Achieving specified requirements:
Getting the right requirements plays a crucial role. This could either be achieved from sponsors, users, visual
requirement editors, social features or online review. This requires implementing correct requirements not only
which is initially defined but can be reconsider after moderation.
3. Efficiency:
The state or quality of being efficient. It means to be able to put in place the training, support and structures to
continue to manage and improve efficiency. Efficiency is degraded if rework or change is not done. it also means
seeing beyond the way things are now.
4. User Friendly:
The software user interface should be simplified and easy to learn. By providing simplified interface it becomes easy
for the user to access and hence an important consumer application.
5. Customer Satisfaction:
Quality Speaks. If the customer is satisfied with the quality of product, he comes back for it every time and gives
good referrals to others. Customer loyalty comes with quality and the service you provide. And it is spread via
Social media. Similarly poor quality, dissatisfaction is also communicated quickly.
B.STRUCTURAL ASPECT
Structural aspect is related to the internal structure of the software or system where testing purpose is to get the
information about how and what is happening inside the software or system. Structural testing is also referred as
White –box testing. To perform the structural testing, the tester should know about the internal knowledge as well as
testers also required knowledge about how the software or system is implemented [8,9]. The following attributes are
considered at the structural aspect:
1. Code Testing:
Start with what you need to test and then write the code for that, at this point if found something is not testable
which means it requires refactoring (modification). After the refactoring this process is repeatedly done until the
coding becomes testable.

2. Code Maintainability:
It is related to the simplicity of the structural and design of the software in terms of whether new code is easily
introduced or not, how easy is to change the existing code without any bug?, the modules of the software are
loosely or tightly coupled? What is the cyclomatic complexity of the software in terms of independent path?
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3. Code Understandability:
It is related to the readability; learn ability and operability of the code in terms of how easy to understand the code
by the new developer to working on the existing system.

4. Code Efficiency:
It defines the amount of work in terms of behavior and capacity that the software can do with limited number of
resources and in defined timeframe.
5. Code Security:
How secured the software is in terms of integrity, authenticity and confidentiality. Does the software handle the
situation like buffer overruns or SQL injection?
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C. PROCESS ASPECT:
Software process factors also influence the quality of the software. Customer feedback is essential in the process of
quality. Regular customer feedback helps the organizations to achieve the quality by detect and solve problems [10].
Following are the important features that are considered from the process aspect of the software:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Time and efforts taken to complete an activity or process
Resources required in terms of efforts in person-days for processes or activities.
Number of defects discovered during the software development
Whether the software is delivered within the defined budget

III. CONCLUSION
The objective of software testing is to locate and fix the problem to improve quality. Quality is the main concern of
software development process. Without measuring the quality, we cannot be sure of the value of the software. High
quality product means better valuable software from the user’s point of view. Only testing methods are widely used
to ensuring the quality of the software. Quality of the software cannot be measured in a single way; it depends on the
various aspects like functional, structural and process attributes.
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